China 100 Tev p-p Super Collider project is
killed
On May 11, 2017, it is official that China Super Collider project is killed.

For almost three years, the SUSY devotees (leading by Nima Arkani-Hamed)
pushed BEPC (Beijing Electron-Positron Collider) to convince the Chinese
government to build a new 100 Tev p-p collider, as it was clear by then that their
pet-particles (SUSY) would not be discovered at LHC.

In October 2015, Steve Nadis and Shing-Tung Yau published a bogus book “From
the Great Wall to the Great Collider --- China and the Quest to Uncover the Inner
Workings of the Universe” to promote their case of this 100 billion dollars project.

In August, 2016, Tsinghua University (Beijing, China) hosted "the International
conference on string theory, 2016" to promote their case further, with hundreds
prominent physicists attended.

In September, 2016, Dr. Chen Ning Yang (Nobel Laureate of physics in 1957) came
out to denounce this bogus project.

By December, 2016, those SUSY devotees and the leadership of BEPC secured
many endorsements (including 3 Nobel Laureates and Steven Hawking) on their
project. With 4 against 1, Dr. Yang did not make any rebuttal.
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By March, 2017, the project had received the ‘internal approval’ from the Chinese
government and was scheduled its public announcement in September, 2017.

China must not
be played as an idiot by those SUSY devotees.
By the first week of April 2017, I have decided that

I thus wrote four articles to show how bogus and stupid that this project is. In a
short four weeks, Chinese government has reversed her position: now this bogus
project is officially killed. Trying to make China as an idiot has failed.

The followings are those four articles.
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China Super Collider debate, part one
Copyright © April 7, 2017 by Tienzen (Jeh-Tween) Gong

Many SUSY and Multiverse devotees are pushing China to build a 100 Tev Super
p-p collider. But, the 2017 data (LHC, IceCube, LHCb, etc., released in March 2017)
show that there is no new physics for a 100 Tev p-p collider. This article provides
the info and the links for these data.

A: the facts
Fact 1: the design of SSC (Superconducting Super Collider, in Texas, USA) started
in 1976, with the mission to search (discover) Higgs boson and SUSY particles. At
that time, the theoretical understanding of Higgs boson was minimal. So, the
strategy was to build a ‘cover it all (CIA)’ machine. With the then superconducting
technology, the best machine was 20 Tev per beam, with the combined energy of
40 Tev.

Fact 2: by 1990, the consensus was that Higgs can be discovered by Tevatron (at
Fermi Lab, in USA, began operational in 1987, with combined energy about 2 Tev)
with very high probability. Furthermore, the LEP (Large Electron-positron collider,
at CERN, running from 1989 until 2000) data further affirmed the above
consensus.

Fact 3: the existing LEP tunnel can easily be upgraded to a p-(-p) collider to reach
14 Tev (7 times the Tevatron’s reach). That is, there is enough safety margin for
discovering Higgs and anything else (if it exists).
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With the three facts above, the continuing of the SSC project will not only be a
waste but was surely STUPID. Thus, although the entire SSC tunnel was completed
(3 billion US dollars spent), the SSC project was cancelled in 1993.

Fact 4: with today’s superconductor technology (25 years more advanced than
1990s), the SSC tunnel can easily house a 100+ Tev machine. That is, 70% of the
construction cost is already paid for. By organizing 50 countries collaboration, the
cost for USA for a new 100+ Tev machine will be almost NOTHING, as already
contributed over 70% of the total cost. And, such a construction will provide many
construction and engineering JOBs in the USA.

Question: Why is USA not interested in building a new 100+ Tev machine, if there
is virtually no COST to her?

B: the bets
As the above facts show that Higgs could be discovered almost (indeed almost) by
Tevatron (a 2 Tev machine), the mission of LHC goes beyond Higgs, hoping to find
BSM (beyond Standard Model) physics, especially the s-particles (SUSY); see
CERN’s news conference in 1993, https://press.cern/pressreleases/1993/12/large-hadron-collider-presented-cern-council . Many prominent
physicists [such as David Gross (Nobel Laureate) and Frank Wilczek (Nobel
Laureate), etc.] made some detailed calculations and predictions, mainly that
some kind of s-particle (SUSY) will be discovered at LHC when 50 fb-1 amount of
data was collected.

By August, 2016, the conditions for the bet were met, and the pro-SUSY group
(David Gross and company) lost. A {15 year old “SUSY Bet”} settlement event was
held in Copenhagen on August 22, 2016, see
https://www.quantamagazine.org/20160822-supersymmetry-bet-settled-cognac/
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Frank Wilczek (Nobel Laureate, pro-SUSY) lost his SUSY bet in July 2015, see
https://www.physicsforums.com/insights/superparticle-bet-frank-wilczek/

C: what do these bets mean?
Betting is kind of gambling, viewed as hoping for good luck. But, this is not the
case for physicists.
In any kind of betting, there are two parts:
One, player: hoping for good luck, the odds of winning is normally very small.
Two, dealer: the payout is PRECISELY calculated with some very complicated and
precision equations. For a lottery commission, the payout is SET for a percentage
(such as 40%) of the revenue; that is, 100% certain for getting 60% of the profit.
The payout for every casino is also precisely set with casino (the dealer) always
making great profit. Yet, the most complicated betting is the insurance
companies, with very, very complicated payout/premium equations.

So, betting is a precise scientific enterprise.
Should China build SC (Super Collider)? This will be a big bet (could be more than
100 Billion US dollars) for Chinese government.

D: how do physicists (especially those Nobel laureates)
calculate their bets?
Of course, they were using the best theory and the best known data to calculate
the odds (prediction). Those SUSY theories are very deep and beyond the reach
by most (almost all) non-physicists. Fortunately, under all those complicated math
and terminology, the underlying logic is very simple, just common senses. I will
describe it with two common sense-analogies.

One, the GATE theory:
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Today, there are only 4 known fundamental forces. Three of them are
constructive forces, making things.
Strong force build a steel wall to make protons and neutrons.
Atoms and molecules are basically built with Electromagnetic force.
Gravity force builds solar system, galaxies, etc.

On the other hand, the weak force (not really weak) is destructive, breaking
things apart. The best example is the neutron-beta-decay, which breaks the steel
wall of neutron to transform it into three particles.

So, the whole story about Nature is about building and breaking. Building makes
walls: house wall, city wall, etc.
Breaking makes windows and gates for those walls.

Basically, the entire VISIBLE universe is built with proton and neutron, which have
the mass-energy about 1-Gev.

So, we can view the 1-Gev as the DISTANCE unit on the mass-energy scale (axis).
That is, all the BUILDING can be done within 5-Gev space. Yet, breaking those
structures (becoming windows and gates) requires the energy about 100 Gev.

Now, we can view the entire visible universe as a city (with city-wall), while the
GATE of the city sits at about 100 Gev mark, which is called ‘weak-scale’ in
physics.

As everything inside the city is visible, anything (if exists) not visible (SUSY
particles or else) must be outside of the city; that is beyond the GATE, the weakscale (about 100 Gev.). Thus, we can call this invisible things as foreigners, living
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at a faraway place (at hundreds or millions Tev mark on the energy-scale). Then,
there are two situations.
A. this city (universe) and the foreign country are totally disjoined, can never
make contact between the two. Then that foreign country has no meaning to this
city (universe) by all means. It is no difference as it not being there.
B. this city (universe) and that foreign country have some communications (more
or less).
But, the only way to communicate with this city is by reaching the GATE, at about
100 Gev.
If the communication is very, very sparse, then its ambassador (or messengers)
could stay at a depot a bit away from the Gate (but not too far away).

Two, the Super Penicillin Theory:
The symptom of this city is very sick, with many birth-defects. The Standard
Model (SM), the best diagnoses of the city (the visible universe), cannot account
for the following symptoms:
Neutrino masses
Dark energy/dark mass
BaryonGenesis
Energy Hierarchy
Gravity, etc.
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That is, this city needs WIMP (invisible wonder drugs) to be well and healthy, and
SUSY was dreamed up as the wonder drug.
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With these two theories {Gate theory and Super Penicillin Theory}, the betting
becomes very easy.
First, this universe needs at least one wonder drug. If it is not SUSY, it will be
something else.
Two, for this wonder drug curing the illness of this universe, it must project its
magic to this universe; that is, interacting with this universe at its gate (at 100
Gev.).

As LEP (Large Electron-positron collider, at CERN) was a machine which is able to
search the weak scale thoroughly, LEP should discover the SUSY type particles.
Thus, many physicists put their first bet for seeing SUSY at LEP.
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For someone more conservative physicists, their calculation shows that this
universe might not need high dose of the SUSY magic; that is, the SUSY
messengers could stay at a depot (somewhat far away from the gate) while still
curing the illness of this universe. Many of them put their bets on seeing the SUSY
at Tevatron (much higher energy than LEP).

Of course, the most cautious physicists (such as Nobel Laureates, David Gross,
etc.) made their BETS with 20 times safety-margin, seeing SUSY at LHC
{messenger at (2 Tev/100 Gev) = 20}.

Thus far, ALL SUSY devotees are losers.

E: making the new bets
For any SUSY devotee, it is the time to make new bets. That is, making very
precise new calculation.
There are three different ways to find invisible hidden things.
One, {Got you}, got it in my hand. In general, we use ‘collider’ for this.

Two, {kick you}, although not being able to see you, you are still solidly there. By
running all circles, I will definitely bump into you if you are in my running circles. I
can even discover all holes (hidden passage way for hiding something) in my
running paths. That is, if there is any ‘bystander’ or ‘hole- hidden passage way)’ in
my running paths, I will always find it.
Now, there are many different {kick you} data available, for helping my calculation
on this SUSY bet.
First, the ACME (Advanced Cold-Molecule Electron) EDM (electric dipole moment)
data. Electron is a quantum particle; that is, it is not sitting still but dancing in all
direction and forming a cloud. Yet, electron carries the electromagnetic magic
wand; that is, it reaches very, very far away distance. If any ‘bystander’ stands
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around its dancing floor, its dancing space will be blocked at that particular spot,
and its cloud will be deformed. This deformation can be measured as EDM. See
the following data from ACME.
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What is the ACME data saying?
One, no deformation at all, that is, no bystander nor hidden hole.
Two, this data is more powerful than the LHC data.
Three, this data shows that no bystander nor hidden hole below 80 to 100 Tev.

Second, the LHCb data (the BS0 meson decay): if there is a bystander or a hidden
hole around, the decaying channels will be distorted. LHCb states: {This new
finding limits the room for maneuver of other physics models beyond the SM: all
candidate models will have to demonstrate their compatibility with this important
result.}. That is, no SUSY nor else. It again excludes anything below 100 Tev. See
https://home.cern/about/updates/2017/02/standard-model-stands-its-ground .
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Third, the WIMP data: in the visible universe, there is no SUSY. SUSY is claimed as
the best candidate as WIMP. The following is the WIMP data (from many
different research groups).

What does this data say?
One, the yellow part is the neutrino floor, no WIMP there (no SUSY)
Two, all area above the green line is excluded.
Three, the white area between the green line and the yellow area has not totally
excluded.
This data practically shows that all high energy-mass WIMP (such as SUSY) are
excluded to arbitrary high energy (100, 200, …, 1000 Tev., …)

Three, {catch the shadow}:
All the above data are from experiments on Earth. Yet, the universe itself is a big,
big collider, zillion times bigger than any collider which can be built on Earth.
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Those Heavenly dramas can produced many debris (gamma rays, high energy
particles, and neutrinos, etc.), and some of them will coming to our direction. By
catching the debris (or shadow) of those dramas, we can read their stories.
First, gamma ray: The Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope
(https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ ). No WIMP (SUSY).

Second, high energy particles (especially the anti-particles): ANS-02, no WIMP.

Those high energy anti-particles (in AMS-02) data could be produced by some
processes similar to 10,000 Tev collider or higher.

Three, some of the Heavenly colliders could be million time bigger than LHC. By
definition, WIMP (or SUSY) should be permeating in the whole space; that is, its
life story (decaying or annihilating) should shower on Earth from all direction. In
both case, one of their debris (the neutrino) can definitely reach the Earth.
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Neutrino is the greatest {shadow catcher}. We can actually see the Moon with
neutrino when it is on the other side of the Earth. See the article {Observation of
the cosmic-ray shadow of the Moon with IceCube
(https://arxiv.org/abs/1305.6811 )}. The following is the image of Moon viewed
with neutrino by IceCube.
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The most recent IceCube data shows that there is no sterile neutrino; that is, no
UNKNOWN process is playing in Heaven. This again kills the hope for SUSY.
With these Heavenly data, there is no SUSY bellows thousands Tev.

F: America’s bet
With the two sets (Earthly and Heavenly) data above, I will definitely bet against
SUSY with all my money, which is not much in comparison to China’s bet (over
100 billion US dollars).
What are America’s bets?
One, in 1993: building SSC is not only a waste but is totally stupid.
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Two, in 2017: building a 100+ Tev collider (although needs no money from her
own packet) will be a big waste for a greatly built tunnel, which should be
reserved for any future surprises.
Three, Muon Collider (http://www.cap.bnl.gov/mumu/info/intro.html ). Proton
collider is very messy, with huge messy background, and only fraction of the total
energy does the work. On the other hand, muon collider almost will use 100% its
total energy, with almost no messy background. However, the Muon has very
short life-time; that is, requiring some very advanced technology, which needs a
lot, a lot of money.
Four, Deep-Sea neutrino Detector (https://www.wired.com/2011/05/antaresneutrinos/ and https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ANTARES_(telescope) ). Neutrino is
the most powerful probing tool and is least understood known particle. By wholly
understand neutrino, many current mysteries could be resolved.
Five, space based gravitational wave detector (https://lisa.nasa.gov/ ).
Gravitational wave was indirectly proved. Then, LIGO claimed a direct observation
in February 2016, but its claim is challenged by some, as some unknown Earth
activities could mimic the GW signal. On the other hand, the space based GW
detector will not have this problem. Again, this costs a lot of money.

G: the G-bet
I will bet with America.
If China places 100 billion US dollars on her SC (Super Collider) bet, I will bet that
she will definitely lose those money.
Betting without detailed calculation on the odds and payout is just gambling (as
player), hoping for a good luck. I will do my bet as dealer, with definitely winning
payouts.
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China Super Collider, part two
Copyright © April 15, 2017 by Tienzen (Jeh-Tween) Gong
Note: Chinese translation is available at bottom

In our last article (China-Super-Collider-part-one, 中国“超级对撞机工程”争论的
意见 1; http://www.pptv1.com/?p=990 ), we have pointed out two points.
One, no new physics of any kind (discovering new particles or new physics laws)
sits below (within) 100 Tev according to all the data (LHC, Lux, IceCube, LHCb,
EDM, Fermi-satellite, etc.) released in March 2017.
Two, why America is DEFINITELY not building a 100 Tev p-p collider, while a tunnel
for it is 100% ready?

Thus far, no one addressed these two issues above while the proponent of the 超
级对撞机工程 has showed that 3 Nobel Laureates of physics (Steven Weinberg,
David Gross, and Sheldon Lee Glashow) are supporting this Chinese project. There
are two very, very simply issues here.
First, if this 100 Tev project is so great, why are they not pushing USA on the
project as there is already a perfect tunnel ready (that is, 70% of the cost is
already paid for). “Mistake is the mother of success” is a phrase shared both in
China and in the West. If the cancellation of the SSC was a great mistake in terms
of LHC great success, why is not a great time for American to right that gravemistake now?
Second, do all these three Nobel Laureates truly believing that a 100 Tev pp
collider can discover any new physics? The answer is NO for all three of them.
They just hope that Chinese can be an idiot to take up this stupid job. Thus, I will
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analyze their article in detail to show this point (the links of their articles are
attached).

They all three talked about three points.
One, there are still a lot of mysteries in physics, and we need a new tool to
investigate them.
Two, there are many spin-offs from the basic-science research (although it itself
might not provide any direct economic benefit immediately).
Three, this could be a great chance for China becoming the leader in the particle
physics field.

I will quote their precise words on these issues.

Do they (three) convinced that 100 Tev pp collider is a right tool for answering the
mysteries? Do they give any calculation (what % chance) for this machine to
discover any new physics?
First, Steven Weinberg: for the entire article, see
https://thegreatcollider.com/2016/12/28/interview-with-nobel-laureate-steven-weinberg-discussinghigh-energy-colliders/

{But, although there are several other phenomena of great importance that might
be discovered at the LHC, including dark matter particles and superpartners of
known particles, we have no strong reason to suppose, even if they exist, that
they would be within the reach of the LHC. We will just have to wait and see.}
{The LHC has been a great success, with the discovery of the Higgs boson.
Whatever the LHC’s chances for further important discoveries, it is clear that the
much greater energy of the SSC would have provided a better chance for the
future.}
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No, Weinberg did not say a single word about a 100 Tev pp collider will definitely
discover anything new.

Second, Sheldon Lee Glashow: for the entire article, see
https://thegreatcollider.com/2016/12/23/interview-nobel-laureate-sheldonglashow-discussing-future-high-energy-colliders/
{We need a Higgs factory to verify that the properties of the particle found at LHC
are just those expected in a one-Higgs standard model.}
{We [America] have no plan to construct a new forefront particle accelerator at
any time in the foreseeable future.}
{All in all, Chinese particle physics has experienced a remarkable growth spurt, as
is both befitting and essential if China is to host the Great Collider.}
{China can easily afford to build and operate the proposed facilities.}
{CEPC and SPPC will make China the world hub of particle physics.}
Did Glashow push a 100 Tev pp collider with any science (physics) argument? A
big NO.

Third, David Gross: for the entire article, see
https://thegreatcollider.com/2016/12/19/why-china-should-build-the-greatcollider-a-response-to-c-n-yang/
Being a foreign member of the Chinese Academy of Science, Gross gave a much
more detailed argument on this issue, as follows:
{I am very excited by the scientific potential of the Chinese collider project, and as
a friend of Chinese science and a foreign member of the Chinese Academy of
Science I am very excited about the many benefits that this project will produce
for China.}
{Some of the deepest of these mysteries revolve around the Higgs boson, a
particle unlike any we have discovered before. The answer to a very basic
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question about the Higgs — is it point-like, or does it have substructure? —
will force fundamental physics down radically different paths in the coming
decades. The LHC will not answer this question; a new particle accelerator is
needed to decisively settle the issue. This is precisely what the Chinese

collider project will do.}
{The machine currently being proposed by Chinese physicists is the “CEPC”, a
large electron-positron collider, between 50 -100 km in circumference. The CEPC
will function as a “Higgs factory” and settle outstanding questions about this
deeply mysterious particle.}
{The central physics case for both the CEPC and the SPPC have little to do with
speculations about supersymmetry and much to do with deeply understanding
the mysteries of a particle we know exists — the Higgs.}
{The CEPC has a rich and detailed experimental program that will either reveal
substructure for the Higgs, or allow us to conclusively decide that the Higgs is an
elementary particle on the same footing as quarks and leptons. The guaranteed
physics of the SPPC is similarly centered on the Higgs: it will determine whether
the Higgs looks point-like to itself.}
{Of course, the prospect of the SPPC following the CEPC adds significantly to the
excitement and scientific potential of the CEPC project, but any concrete decisions
about proceeding to the SPPC cannot be responsibly made till over a decade from
now.}
{As we have already stressed, beyond this [CEPC] it is not possible to make
responsible estimates for the cost of the SPPC, which depend on the development
of various new technologies in the coming 10-20 years.}

Did Gross say a single word above that 100 Tev pp collider has any chance (any %
of chance) to discover new physics? No, not a single word.
By all means, Gross has a new heart after his SUSY-bet loss, as he said: {it’s a good
time to scare the hell out of the young people in the audience and tell them:
‘Don’t follow your elders. … Go out and look for something new and crazy and
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powerful and different. Different, especially.’ That’s definitely a good lesson. But
I’m too old for that.} So, he repeatedly emphasized that this new Chinese project
is not a SUSY machine but is a Higgs factory only (as CEPC), and the SPPC is an
issue which he does not want to talk about, being at least 20 years away.
But, this is truly misleading. No, the original goal of the Chinese project is not as a
Higgs factory, and SPPC will definitely not be a good tool for investigating the
“Composite Model (CM)”.
It is very good for seeing Gross now finally giving up on the SUSY and trying to
embrace the CM. But, the difference between SUSY and CM is bigger than the
difference between Heaven and Hell.
It is consensus that SM (Standard Model) is incomplete, with many illnesses. And,
they are two possible ways to fix the problems.
One, horizontally, there is a SUSY world existing horizontally with this matter
world and keep it in balance. That is, SUSY stays above the space-time fiber.
Two, vertically, there is a substructure underneath the quark/lepton level; that is,
quark/lepton are composited. And, this additional level accounts for all the
mysteries. This substructure sits below the space-time fiber.

Thus, the ways of investigating the two are completely different, requiring
different tools.
SUSY like particles can be produced with sledge hammer-type tool, and ppcollider is a great particle sledge hammer.
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On the other hand, any below the space-time substructure can be best
investigated with mattock (pulaski)-like tool to penetrate and to tear up the
space-time fiber.

And, the muon-collider (MC) will be a great mattock (pulaski)-like tool. While USA
is pushing the muon-collider with full-speed, why Gross is not pushing MC as a
Chinese program? Obviously, Gross is still hoping for the miracle on SUSY. He
wrote: {Of course the SPPC will also explore much higher energies, and will have
the power to produce new particles [as SUSY] that are nearly ten times heavier
than can be produced at the LHC. It will certainly continue the search for
supersymmetry (amongst other things), precisely because supersymmetry is
currently a hypothesis.}

Roughly, we can divide human constructions into four categories.
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One, tool: with definite utility mission, such as, house, high way, vehicle, etc.
Two, toy: for unlearned to learn.
Three, art: to express the human spirituality, above the utility.
Four, tomb: to house the dead.

Beijing Electron-Positron Collider (BEPC) was a toy by design. So, it has produced
absolute nothing (a big zero), and it is expected and excused. But, the 100 Tev pp
collider can never be claimed as a toy while all the data and evidences already
guarantee that it will produce absolute nothing (a bigger zero); as SPPC is
definitely a SUSY machine while SUSY is definitely dead below 100 Tev.

So, SPPC cannot be a tool for new physics. It will be a joke as a toy. It is simply a
tomb which house the dead dream of a wrong physics (SUSY).

They three also emphasized one ‘non-science’ argument: {this could be a great
chance for China becoming the leader in the particle physics field.}
The future of the particle physics is on the muon-collider, not pp-collider. The best
physicists will not waste their live with a dying project. Only the third and fourth
level people will use this kind of dying project as their welfare check department.

They three also used ‘Spin-offs’ in their argument, with the most famous example
of {CERN invented WWW}. We will discuss this issue in a future article.
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China Super Collider, part three
--- A misled hype or dishonesty
Copyright © May 1, 2017 by Tienzen (Jeh-Tween) Gong

In our previous articles, I have showed two points.
One, there is no new physics for a 100 Tev p-p collider, according to the newest
March 2017 data. See (China-Super-Collider-part-one
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-partone.pdf )

Two, all 3 Nobel Laureates of physics (Steven Weinberg, David Gross, and Sheldon
Lee Glashow) did not commit to any prediction that 100 Tev p-p machine can
produce any new physics. That is, there is no clear MISSION for this machine.
And, all 3 of them did not try to push USA (their own country) to build such a
machine while a tunnel for it is already 100% ready (that is, 70% of the cost is
already paid for while the other cost could be shared by other countries). That is,
USA will not even waste an idle space for the GREAT project while it is almost
free. See (China-Super-Collider-part-two
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-parttwo.pdf )

They three are supporting the Chinese project solely on the non-science points.
The most important one is the ‘spin-off’ argument, with the example that {CERN
invented World Wide Web}. That is, if Chinese Super Collider will not produce any
new physics, it still has chance for having some great ‘spin-offs’, perhaps just as
great as the WWW.
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If this is the key argument for building the Chinese SC, we should then examine
whether CERN truly invented WWW or not.

First, what does World Wide Web (WWW) mean for the streetwalking persons? It
has two meanings.
One, everyone (streetwalking person) can browse zillions websites.
Two, everyone can publish one’s view and stories online.

With the above definition or understanding, then, what does WWW consist of?
What are its backbone parts?
It should have at least (not all inclusive) two parts.
One, everyone has one web device (PC or smart phone) on hand.
Two, these web devices can communicate among one another (download and
upload).

So, what is WWW?
Answer: the infrastructure which encompasses the two parts above is a WWW.

Now, we can analyze the parts and the history of this infrastructure.

One, computers must communicate among one another long distance. This was
accomplished via internet, invented in 1960s (see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_Internet ).
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Two, EVERYONE needs a computing device. This possibility starts with the first
Apple computer sold by Steve Jobs and Steve Wozniak in 1976. When IBM
introduced PC in 1981, the foundation for WWW has set, see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_personal_computers .

Three, without a user friendly computer (usable by every streetwalker), the
WWW of today will not be realized. That is, without the introduction of MS
window in 1985, PC was not truly usable by everyone, see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Microsoft_Windows .

Four, without the development of the 32-bit data bus processer {such as the
Pentium Pro (a sixth-generation x86 microprocessor) developed and
manufactured by Intel, introduced in November 1, 1995, see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pentium_Pro }, PC was only able to process some
text messages, not the kind of web page of today.

Five, without a commercial ISP (Internet service provider), there will be no WWW.
The first commercial ISP in the US opened in November 1989, see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_World_(Internet_service_provider ).

Six, without the communication connection (capable of handling the huge data
transmission) among continents, there will be no WWW. The first transatlantic
telephone cable to use optical fiber t went into operation in 1988, see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fiber-optic_communication .

Seven, by 1979, UseNet allowed users to communicate through a virtual
newsletter, a text-based web page. While the chat-pages were widely spread in
the late 1980s, the modern web pages (with graphs, easily readable by layperson)
appeared after the easy using web browser, introduced by Mosaic (later
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Netscape) in 1993, see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_the_web_browser .

Eight, with many different computing devices, the browsers are having difficult
time to read and to display web pages for the different devices; that is, no World
Wide pages. In 1995, Java platform (developed by Sun Microsystems which has
since been acquired by Oracle Corporation) resolved this issue, see
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/overview/javahistory-index198355.html .

Nine, without a search engine, everyone will be lost in this web site ocean. The
first web search engines (Archie search engine, see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Timeline_of_web_search_engines ) appeared in
1990, 4 years before Yahoo and 14 years before Google.

Ten, without the first free social media
https://smallbiztrends.com/2013/05/the-complete-history-of-social-mediainfographic.html , not everyone is able to be a publisher; that is, no WWW of
today. By 1988, internet relay chats (or IRCs) was already widely used. The first
recognizable social media site, Six Degrees, was created in 1997. It enabled users
to upload a profile and make friends with other users. In 1999, the first blogging
sites became popular, creating a social media sensation that’s still popular today.
After the invention of blogging, social media began to explode in popularity. Sites
like MySpace and LinkedIn gained prominence in the early 2000s, and sites like
Photobucket and Flickr facilitated online photo sharing. YouTube came out in
2005, creating an entirely new way for people to communicate and share with
each other across great distances.
By 2006, Facebook and Twitter both became available to users throughout the
world. These sites remain some of the most popular social networks on the
Internet.
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The above ten are the backbones of WWW. But, where is CERN in this picture? Of
course, CERN has absolutely nothing to do with this picture, this
infrastructure.

There is only one hyped or dishonest STORY.
Being generating so many documents from so many different departments, CERN
commissioned one person (Sir Timothy John Berners-Lee, a computer engineer) to
come up a way to handle the communications among departments. Berners-Lee
used himself as the hub (a repository) for all documents, the Berners-Lee web
site, appeared on 6 August 1991.
Berners-Lee wrote, {Most of the technology involved in the web, like the
hypertext, like the Internet, multifont text objects, had all been designed already.
I just had to put them together. It was a step of generalizing, going to a higher
level of abstraction, thinking about all the documentation systems out there as
being possibly part of a larger imaginary documentation system.}
Yes, Berners-Lee was the one who coined the term {World Wide Web} and
made some contribution on the HTML language.
But, how dare for him to claim that he invented the WWW while the first
commercial ISP was in business in November 1989, while the first web search
engine was available in 1990, while the virtual newsletter (a text-based web
page) was already in use in 1979, and while Internet relay chats (or IRCs) were
widely used in 1988?

As none of the ten above is able to claim the sole credit for WWW, no one
challenges Berners-Lee’s dishonest claim. But, how dare for CERN (a big
institution) to claim (or not denying) that CERN invented WWW? How dare of
those Nobel Laureates to spread this nonsense.
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No, WWW is not a spin-off from CERN.

Then, there is another misleading (dishonest) push about the cost of the
construction for this China-Super-Collider.
Steven Weinberg and Sheldon Lee Glashow did not talk about this at all. David
Gross claimed that the first stage (the CEPC) will cost about 6 billion US dollars
while refused to make any speculation about the cost for SPPC.

Yet, the BEPC leadership claims that the total cost (for both CEPC and SPPC) is
about 20 billion US dollars. If this is not stupid, must be a lie.

Just check out the cost for LHC.
One, the LHC itself (the first upgrade) costed over 10 billion US dollars.
Two, the LHC used the LEP tunnel. That is, the pre-LHC cost should also be
included. The construction of LEP and 15+ years of operation costed over 15
billion US dollars.
Three, the designed LHC life is 25 years. With the current cost (without the future
inflation), it is now over one billion dollar a year as the operation cost. The
lifetime operation cost will be over 30 billion US dollars.
Four, LHC planed three more upgrades: from 7 to 13 Tev (in 2014); from 13 to 14
Tev (in 2018); then goes to HL-LHC (High Luminosity LHC, in 2020)
(http://hilumilhc.web.cern.ch/ ). These three upgrades will cost about 5 billion US
dollars.

So, the current estimate for LHC is (15 + 10 + 30 + 5 = 60 billion $), without
considering the first 25 billion which could account for as 40 billion of today’s
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money. And, the next 35 billion could well be under estimated. That is, the cost
for LHC (and its upcoming upgrade) will be more than 75 billion US dollars.

But, wait, wait, wait!
CERN itself is unable to process all the data it collects. CERN has a {worldwide
LHC computing grid (http://wlcg.web.cern.ch/ )} which is a global collaboration of
more than 170 computing centers in 42 countries, linking up national and
international grid infrastructures. The operation cost per year for this huge
network is over one billion US dollars a year. For 25 years, the cost is over 25
billion today’s dollars.

So, for a 14 Tev machine, the lifetime cost is over 100 billion US dollars.

This brings up another issue. Is this {worldwide LHC computing grid} available for
Chinese super collider (CSC) when it begins to run? The answer is almost 100%
NO. Is there another computing grid available for CSC? Another big NO for now.
That is, China must build her own grid, which will cost at least 10 billion US
dollars.

Pushing CSC without any supporting infrastructure, it is evil, trying to do China in.
Giving a birth, it costs only 1,000 US dollars, but the lifetime cost for that baby
could well go over one million US dollars.
The BEPC leadership is trying to do Chinese people in with their evil ego.
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China Super Collider, part four
--- Analyzing 杨振宁 and 丁肇中
Copyright © May 5, 2017 by Tienzen (Jeh-Tween) Gong

In my previous articles:
One, no new physics for the 100 Tev p-p collider, according to the newest data
from March 2017. See, China-Super-Collider-part-one,
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-partone.pdf
Two, the three Nobel Laureates did not predict any new physics for (from) any
100 Tev p-p collider. See China-Super-Collider-part-two,
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-parttwo.pdf
Three, the ‘Spin-Off’ argument is a red herring, a great misleading or simply
dishonesty. See China-Super-Collider-part-three,
https://tienzengong.wordpress.com/2017/05/05/china-super-collider-part-threea-misled-hype-or-dishonesty/ or
https://tienzengong.files.wordpress.com/2017/05/china-super-collider-partthree.pdf

In this article, I will analyze Dr. 杨振宁’s views on this issue.
Excluding all the economic issues, Dr. Yang has three points relating to physics.
First, {四 B． 有些高能物理学家希望用超大对撞机找到超对称粒子。找超对
称粒子很多年完全落空，多数物理学家包括我在内认为超对称只是一个猜
想，没有任何实验根据。希望利用超大对撞机发现此猜想粒子只是猜想加猜
想。}
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Before the March 2017 data, Dr. Yang’s statement {希望利用超大对撞机发现此
猜想粒子只是猜想加猜想。} is indeed a great insight and wisdom. After those
new data, his statement is now a FACT, and we have showed this fact in detail in
our article {中国的“超级对撞机工程”争论的意见 2,
http://www.pptv1.com/?p=990 }.

Second, {六．中国建立高能所已三十多年。如何评价这三十多年的成就？今
天世界重要高能物理学家中，中国占有率不到百分之一、二。建造超大对撞
机，其设计以及建成后的运转与分析，必将由 90%的非中国人主导。如果能
得诺贝尔奖，获奖者会是中国人吗？}
{如何评价这三十多年的成就？今天世界重要高能物理学家中，中国
占有率不到百分之一、二。}, this is really a very kind word for a total failure.
Besides Dr. Yang himself, who is the 重要高能物理学家 in this world? None, a big
ZERO.
With the prestigious status of Dr. Yang, he is reluctant to spell out the total
failures of the BEPC (Beijing Electron-Positron Collider). As patriots of our country,
we want to prevent China being played as an idiot again by the foreigners, and we
will make the following detailed analysis.
One, with the 1.3 GeV beam energy design at the beginning, BEPC was clearly
designed without any physics-mission, just as a toy, as there was no-physics can
be produced with that machine. For any physicist, it was a waste. But, China was
far, far behind the world on the HEP (High Energy Physics) at that time, and
building a toy was reasonable, as a training toy for training some HEP physicists.
So, this first BEPC building decision was politically correct and with great
courage.

Two, CLEO (at Cornell Electron Storage Ring) was the longest running experiment
in the history of particle physics and discovered many new charm hadrons. Yet, by
the year of 2000, it was clear that there is no future for the Charm-physics. As
CLEO (even with its latest upgrade to CLEO-c) was still unable to compete with
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BaBar machine (at Stanford) and Belle B factories (in Japan), CLEO-c was finally
shutdown (into the trash can) on March 3, 2008.
Then: {The Beijing Electron–Positron Collider II (BEPC II) ... was intended as a
charm factory and continues the role of CLEO-c detector. The center of mass
energy went up to 4.6 GeV ... Operations began in summer 2008 (see
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beijing_Electron%E2%80%93Positron_Collider_II ).
Also, see http://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/may-2009/chasing-charmin-china .
Why? Why picking up other’s trash? Being a toy at the beginning is all good
(politically correct), as we were too far, far behind. But, by 2008, why still

picked up other’s trash?
Charm (J/ψ) was discovered in 1974 by Dr. 丁肇中, and it is called the November
Revolution, which set the foundation for SM (Standard Model). Charm is the
GATE, moving quark model (with only two quarks) to SM (with three generations
of quarks). But, there is no more physics at that GATE. The deeper physics hides in
the rooms and secret tunnels, and the most secret room is the b-quark, housing
the key of the baryongenesis, the CP-violation. Thus, by 2000, everyone is doing
the B-physics.
Today, there are three B-factories:
Babar (at Stanford, in USA),
Belle B factories (in Japan), and
LHCb at CERN (in Europe)
Today, all three are still doing great physics. Just last week (April 18, 2017), LHCb
reported the hint of new physics (see
https://indico.cern.ch/event/580620/attachments/1442409/2226501/cern_2017
_04_18.pdf or https://home.cern/about/updates/2017/04/lhcb-finds-new-hintspossible-standard-model-deviations ).

BEPC can easily be upgraded to a B-factory in 2008, as a B-machine is only
about 11 GeV.
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Why BEPC wasted all Chinese citizen’s money on a trash (Charm factory), trashed
by others? Does BEPC produce any physics thus far (from 2008 to now 2017)? No,
a total NO, a big, big ZERO.

The leadership of BEPC had lied to Chinese government and Chinese
people. How can we allow this happen again on this Super-Collider issue?

Third, {七．不建超大对撞机，高能物理就没有前途了吗？我认为至少有两个
方向值得探索：A，寻找新加速器原理；B，寻找美妙的几何结构，如弦理论
所研究的。这两方面的研究都不那么费钱，符合当今世界经济发展的总趋
势。}
Dr. Yang again is too polite to show the ignorance of the leadership of BEPC.
Indeed, the p-p collider is now a trash.
P-p collider accelerates about 0.1 GeV/m while plasma wakefield accelerators
(see https://portal.slac.stanford.edu/sites/ard_public/facet/Pages/rpwa.aspx )
can have energy gradients as steep as 200 GeV/m, have been achieved over
millimeter-scale distances using laser pulsers and gradients approaching 1 GeV/m
are being produced on the multi-centimeter-scale with electron-beam systems.
This is at least 1000 times better than the p-p LHC type machine.
In our previous articles, we have showed that Muon collider is the machine for
new physics.
No, there is no reason to build a trash AGAIN. We should develop the best
technology and build the most advanced machine.

For HEP, China is far, far, far behind the West. China is even far, far behind Japan
who is leading the world on B-physics and neutrino physics.
Yet, the greatness of the HEP today was built by two Chinese, Dr. Yang and Dr. 丁
肇中.
Physics can be divided into three worlds. The description of the classic physics
world was 100% complete by Newton and James Clerk Maxwell. It was Marie
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Curie's discovery of radioactive isotopes (polonium and radium) opened the GATE
of the quantum world.

While the early particle accelerators did discover some subatomic particles, there
was no rule for that particle zoo under the guidance of quantum theory. It was
Dr. Yang’s discovery of parity-violation opened the GATE for a lawful framework
of this messy zoo. Dr. Yang again set the FOUNDATION for describing this zoo with
a mathematic framework, the Yang-Mill theory. Without opening this GATE and
setting the mathematic FOUNDATION, there will be no HEP of today.
Dr. 丁肇中 also is a GATE opener, open-up the gate for SM (Standard Model).
Yet, however great Dr. 丁’s work was, it was no comparison to Dr. Yang’s, not
even 20%.
Yet, I have read some comments which call Dr. Yang as outdated old chap. How
dare these people are? They are simply not understanding what HEP is all about.
In addition to their ignorance, they are always telling lies.

They said that SSC (of USA) was aborted for the budget reason, and this is simply
a lie. In 1993, the addition money needed for SSC was 5 billion US dollars. Yet, the
"Alpha Magnetic Spectrometer" project (see https://ams.nasa.gov/ ) led by Dr. 丁
at the same time (1993) was estimated for a budget over 2 billion US dollars.
Furthermore, AMS takes a FREE RIDE on the space-station. If AMS must pay a fee
for its ride, its cost will be over 20 billion dollars (4 times more than the SSC
budget). Of course, AMS was approved, simply because that there is a mission for
AMS while SSC was going to be a tomb for sure.

With two greatest HEP physicists being Chinese (Dr. Yang and Dr. 丁), much more
great than any other Nobel Laureates, we must listen to their advices, especially
when others are not putting Chinese interest at the first and are not worrying
about making China an idiot.
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Now, Dr. Yang has spoken, with his great wisdom, great knowledge and great
patriotism.
We now need to beg for Dr. 丁’s advice.
In the meantime, I will help Dr. 丁 on this issue.
AMS02 has 8 more years to go. Before any definite result from AMS02, Dr. 丁 is
most likely not able to make any comment on a new project. Up to this moment,
AMS02 has not find any hint that there is anything out there for a 100 Tev p-p
machine to find. I have showed this in our article (中国“超级对撞机工程”争论的
意见 2, http://www.pptv1.com/?p=990 ) that the positon excess is now proved of
not from any unknown cosmic process (such as SUSY or dark matter).

Yet, there was an issue about the anti-proton excess, whether it can be accounted
for by the known cosmic processes?
LHCb took this challenge right the way, with a precision test. Its result was
reported on (March 27, 2017), and it shows that the AMS02 anti-proton excess
can be accounted for by the known cosmic processes (see
https://home.cern/about/updates/2017/03/cosmic-collisions-lhcb-experiment
and the following graph).
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Without any hint of new physics for a 100 Tev p-p machine to discover, Dr. 丁
would definitely be unable to support the SC of China openly.

Yes, China should become a world leader on HEP, but not by building a

trash. In our previous articles, we have discussed three leading areas.
One, working on muon collider and plasma wakefield accelerators, as those are
the leading technologies. There is no need for China to build a Higgs factory, as
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the China CEPC has no need to compete (repeat other’s work) with the upcoming
HL-LHC (High Luminosity LHC) (http://hilumilhc.web.cern.ch/ ) and ILC of Japan.

Two, working on neutrino physics, the key for the future. Now, the ‘long-base’
neutrino physics has a base about 700 miles. China is the one of four countries in
the world capable of building longer bases, 1500 miles or even 3000 miles.

Three, building the biggest neutrino telescope. The biggest one currently is the
IceCube, at South Pole, encompassing only a cubic kilometer of ice. China can
build a deep sea neutrino telescope at South China Sea, at the depth of 3000 to
4000 meters deep, with an area of 10 x 10 miles, that is, 200 (10 x 10 x 2) cubic
miles of deep sea water (which is much denser than the ice, thus much more
efficient and powerful).

With these most advanced machines, China will definitely be the center of HEP of
the world.
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